Title: Reduction of credit hours for ASUW President and Vice President

Introduced: February 6, 1987

Thesis:

Sponsor: A. Gordon Long, Jr.

1. Whereas the ASUW President and Vice President have a responsibility to
2. represent the students of the University of Wyoming to the Faculty,
3. Administration, other officials of the University, and entities outside the
4. University community; and whereas the ASUW Student Body President and Vice
5. President are required to fulfill these responsibilities at times that
6. conflict with scheduled classes; and whereas the President and Vice
7. President are required to maintain a minimum accumulative GPA of 2.00 and
8. to be enrolled for a minimum of twelve (12) credit hours; and whereas the
9. responsibilities of ASUW President and Vice President positions and the
10. educational experience while at the University of Wyoming should enhance
11. each other; and whereas to have a President and Vice President who can more
12. fully represent the Student Body of the University of Wyoming, therefore be
13. it resolved by the Student Senate of the Associated Students of the
14. University of Wyoming that the President and Vice President be required to
15. register for and maintain a minimum of 6 credit hours the two semesters
16. following their election.
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